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Join NOVA for an intriguing look at the Defense Advance Research Projects 
Agency (DARPA) Grand Challenge—a raucous race for driver-less robotic 
vehicles—sponsored by the US Department of Defense, which awards a  
$2 million prize to the winning team. The contest draws bright individuals to  
a tough technical problem—the design and construction of thinking 
machines that read and adjust to unpredictable terrain without any guidance 
from their creators. Armed with artificial intelligence, laser-guided vision, GPS 
navigation and 3-D mapping systems, the contenders are some of the world’s 
most advanced robots. But even their formidable technology and mechanical  
prowess may not be enough to conquer the grueling 130-mile course through 
the desert. From the initial concept to the final competition, The Great Robot 
Race delivers the absorbing story of brilliant engineers and their unyielding 
drive to create a champion.
 The Great Robot Race begins with a look back at the first DARPA Grand 
Challenge, held in March 2004, an event notable for the number of things  
that went wrong. While 15 robots qualified to race, most barely made it out  
of the starting gate. Instead, these off-road vehicles crashed into barriers  
that protected the crowd, flipped into ditches or stopped inexplicably when  
confronted with rocks or brush.
 From the moment the second race is announced, NOVA immerses itself 
in the pre-race planning and production. Each team faces the same major 
tasks, and each goes about them in its own way. An electromechanical system 
is needed to steer and brake, and sensors to “see.” The machines must have 
a software “brain” to process information, avoid obstacles and follow the 
course. Race footage and 3-D animation bring the complex technology to life 
and provide a robot’s-eye view of the world.
 Headlining The Great Robot Race is Carnegie Mellon University’s  
“Red Team,” led by Red Whittaker, an ambitious and relentless innovator  
with renowned expertise in the field of robotics. Under his leadership, 50  
students and professionals give up their personal lives and outside distrac-
tions for an intensive all-out devotion to not one, but two robots. Pittsburgh’s 
winter weather makes for windy, cold field tests, and 16-hour days are  
cushioned by brief bouts of sleep. Through it all, viewers witness firsthand 
what Red calls the “violent and wretched time of birthing a new machine.”
 However, not all the race entrants are like the powerhouse Red Team:  
high-end machines built by large corporate-sponsored teams. Taking them  
on are many dedicated underdogs, surviving on bare-bones budgets and 
sheer determination. 
 No autonomous vehicles have ever driven so far, so fast. As the race 
unfolds, NOVA’s behind-the-scenes footage takes viewers into the workshops 
and onto the field, capturing the crashes, pitfalls, frustration, fun, excitement, 
dirt, determination and eventual victory.
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